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Abstract: Some theorems in a recent paper by Chawla and Neta give sufficient but not necessary conditions for 
P-stability within particular classes of numerical methods. All P-stable methods in the relevant families are identified 
here. 
1. Introduction 
Chawla and Neta [l] set out to characterise all P-stable members of a family of numerical 
methods for second-order differential equations of the form y” =f(x, y). It is shown here that 
their characterisation is incomplete, with the result that conditions stated in their Theorems 2.1, 
4.2 and 5.1, though sufficient, are not necessary for P-stability. 
The family which Chawla and Neta designated A@)( A,; a,, bO, b-) consists of two-step 
hybrid methods of fourth order, involving two off-step points (or one when s = 0), x, fs, in the 
calculations for the step from x, to x, + h. When any of these methods is applied to the test 
equation y ” = - A*y, the resulting difference equation has the form 
Y tlfl - 2R,,(H2) y” + yn-l= 0. (1) 
Here 
R2*(H2) = (1 - cH* + dH4)/(1 + aH* - bH4), (2) 
which we shall call the stability function, is a rational approximation for cos H, where H = Ah. 
The equations (2.6) of [l] express a, b, c and d in terms of the coefficients of the method. 
For a fourth-order method 
a+c=+ (3) 
and 
b+d=+(&-a). (4) 
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These results can be established by expanding R,,( H2) in powers of H and comparing with the 
Maclaurin expansion of cos H. It follows that the stability function R,, has only two free 
parameters, although the formulae defining the methods of [l] allow five free parameters, 
2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for P-stability 
A method which has the stability function (2) is P-stable if, and only if, ( Rzz(H2) 1 < 1 for all 
positive H2. As observed by Chawla and Neta [l], this is equivalent to requiring that 
p(H2)=2+(a-c)H2+(d-b)H4>0 (5) 
and 
q(H2)=H2[;-(b+d)H2] >O, (6) 
for all H2 > 0. The inequality (5) holds for all H2 > 0 if the zeros of the quadratic p are complex 
or are both negative; Chawla and Neta did not allow for the latter possibility. 
The following theorem gives a complete characterisation of the P-stable methods of the family 
M$“‘( A,; a, b,, b-). The relationships between the parameters of this family and the coeffi- 
cients of Rzi( H2) are given in [l]. 
Theorem 1. A method of the family Mi”)( A,; a,, b,, b-) is P-stable if, and only if, either 
(i) d=b<O anda>+, or 
(ii) b<d< -banda>$-[2(d-b)]1/2. 
Proof. The inequality (6) holds for all H2 > 0 if, and only if, b + d G 0. 
Case (i): If b = d then, in view of (3), 
p(H2)=2+(2a-i)H2 
which is positive for all H* > 0 if, and only if, a 2 i. 
Case (ii): If d # b, (5) requires d > b so 
b-cd< -b. 
It is evident from (5) and (3) that if d > b and a >, i then p(H2) > 0 for all H2 > 0. 
Consequently, when d > b we have P-stability at least for all a > i. If a -c $, P-stability requires 
that the discriminant of p should be negative. This gives 
(2a - i)’ - 8(d - b) -C 0 
which is equivalent to 
a > 4 - [2(d- b)]““; 
the larger zero of the quadratic in a, being greater than $, is not relevant to the question of 
P-stability. •I 
The form of Theorem 1 was chosen for easy comparison with Theorem 2.1 of Chawla and 
Neta, to show that the conditions of their theorem are unnecessarily restrictive; for example, the 
values a = 1, c = - 1, d = 0, b = - g correspond to a P-stable method of fourth order but do 
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not satisfy the conditions of Chawla and Neta’s theorem. However, there is a better way to 
express the necessary and sufficient conditions for P-stability, which takes advantage of the fact 
that only two of the coefficients in R,,( H2) may be chosen freely for methods of fourth order. 
We choose a and d as free parameters and use equations (3) and (4) to eliminate b and c from 
(5) and (6). The resulting Theorem 2 has precisely the same content as Theorem 1, but is 
expressed in what seems to be a more useful form. 
Theorem 2. A fourth-order method with stability function 
R,,( H2) = (1 - cH2 + dH4)/(1 + aH2 - bH4) 
is P-stable if, and only if, either 
(i) a > + and d > +(A - a), or 
(ii) & < a < i and d > i[& - a + (a - +)2]. 
Proof. The inequalities (5) and (6) give 
and 
l+(a-i)H2+{d-i(&-a)}H4>0 
l-(A-a)H2>0. (6a) 
For any a we must have d 2 +(A - a), and if in addition a >, i both inequalities hold for all 
H2 > 0. The inequality (6a) shows that there are no P-stable methods with a < &, and when 
& < a < i P-stability requires the discriminant of the quadratic (in H2) in (5a) to be negative; 
this gives case (ii) of the theorem. q 
The incompleteness of Theorem 2.1 of Chawla and Neta [l] has repercussions on their 
Theorems 4.2 and 5.1, but the other theorems of that paper are unaffected. Theorem 2 above 
allows us to complete what Theorems 4.2 and 5.1 of [l] were intended to do. At the same time, 
the relevant conditions can be expressed in a much simpler form, based on the idea of first 
establishing the limitations which P-stability imposes on the value of one free parameter, and 
then examining the restrictions on the second free parameter when the first is given. 
3. ‘Economical’ methods 
Theorem 4.2 of [l] is concerned with a three-parameter family of methods Mj’O’( B,; a,, b,), 
and the theorem is expressed in terms of 
B,* = boBo and B,** = (l- u,)B,. 
Equation (4.10) of [l] gives 
a=&+B,**, d=B,*. (7) 
We first present two examples of P-stable methods which violate the conditions of Theorem 
4.2. 
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Example 1. The choice a = 3, d = - $ gives B,* * = 2 and B,* = - i, values which are not 
allowed by Theorem 4.2. However, in this case 
R,,( H2) = (12 + 19H2 - 3H4)/(12 + 25H2 + 9H4) 
and it is easily shown that 1 R,,(H2) 1 < 1 for all H2 > 0. 
Example 2. If B,* = 0 and B,* * = 2, contrary to the right-hand inequality in (4.8) of [1], then 
R,,(H2) = (12 + 19H2)/(12 + 25H2 + 12H4) 
and clearly 0 < R2,(H2) < 1 for all H2 > 0. 
A complete characterisation of the P-stable methods of the family in question is as follows. 
Theorem 3. The methods of the farnib M,“‘( B,; a,, b,) are P-stable if, and only if, either 
(i) B,* * > i and B,* > - $B, **, or 
(ii) O<BB,**<~~~Z~B,*>$[(B,**-~)~-BB~**]. 
Proof. This is a simple corollary to Theorem 2, involving no more than the use of the equations 
(7) to express the conditions of Theorem 2 in terms of B,* and B,* *. q 
4 ‘Efficient’ methods 
The final family to be considered is MJ*‘2)(A,,; b,), the subject of Theorem 5.1 of [l] which is 
expressed in terms of new parameters 
b,* = 1 + 16bo, A,* = g5 - 12A,). 
Equation (5.7) of [l] gives 
a = A(1 + 2A,*), d= &A$(b; - 1). (8) 
Counterexample. With b,* = 1 and A c = 8 the right-hand inequality in (5.5) of [l] is violated. 
However, in this case 
R2,(H2) = (12 + llH2)/(12 + 17H2 + 8H4) 
and clearly 0 < R,, ( H2) -c 1 for all H2 > 0. 
The following theorem characterises the P-stable methods of this family. 
Theorem 4. The methods of the family Mi1j2)( A,; b,) are P-stable if, and only if, either 
(i) A,*>,1 andb,*>O, or 
(ii) 0 <A,* -C 1 and 6A,*b,* > (A,* - 1)2. 
Proof. (i) With the use of (8) the condition a >, i of Theorem 2 becomes A,* 2 1 and, when this 
is true, 
d&(&-a) = b,*aO. 
(ii) If a = $ then A,* = 0. This value of A,* determines both a and d, whatever the value of 
b,*. However, when a = & Theorem 2 shows that P-stability requires d 2 &. Consequently 
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there are no P-stable methods of the family Az@‘~)(&; b,) with A,* = 0. The inequalities 
Fz * <a<igiveO-cA,* -c 1, and the corresponding inequality for d in Theorem 2 becomes 
6A,*b,* h (A; - l)2; 
since A,* > 0 this puts a lower bound on b,*. •I 
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